
The Eerie Indiana Quick Reference Guide

Ep # Airdate Title Synopsis

1 9/15/91 Fore verware Marshall begins with a tale about odd twins whose permanently peppy mother

is obsessed with selling "Foreverware" food-storage containers.

2 9/22/91 The Retainer When a friend’s retainer picks up strange vibrations, Marshall smells trouble,

which leads him to believe that, in Eerie "man’s best friend" really isn’t at all.

3 9/29/91 The ATM Machine An ATM machine designed by Marshall’s dad becomes a personal friend of

Simon, providing him with a windfall that seems to be affecting Eerie’s

economy.

4 10/06/91 The Losers A quest to find his father’s lost briefcase leads Marshall into the very bowels of

Eerie, where things have a tendency to vanish without a trace.

5 10/20/91 Scariest Home Videos Simon and Marshall are cursed on Halloween by an odd occurrence involving

Simon’s little brother, the TV remote control, and a scary mummy movie.

6 10/27/91 Just Say No Fun Marshall uncovers a plot by a new school nurse, who’s using an eye exam to

hypnotize students to make them worker drones incapable of having fun.

7 11/03/91 Heart On a Chain Marshall and a friend each want to win the heart of the same girl, who has a

heart condition that brings her to Eerie hoping to have a transplant.

8 11/10/91 The Dead Letter Marshall is love’s reluctant mail carrier when the ghost of a 1920s smitten teen

demands that Marshall deliver a love letter to the spirit’s dreamgirl.

9 11/17/91 Who’s Who An artistic girl draws on Marshall’s encouragement, and her sketches take on a

life of their own. But seeking a perfect family, she pencils in Marilyn as her

mom.

10 12/01/91 The Lost Hour Marshall needs to be saved from daylight saving time (which isn’t in effect in

Eerie) after he resets his time and falls into a dimension always one hour

behind.

11 2/02/92 Marshall’s Theory of Believability Marshall and Simon think they’ve finally found someone who will believe them

— a traveling professor of the "parabelievable" — but should they be believing

him?

12 3/01/92 Tornado Days Matt Frewer drops in as a wacky meteorologist whom Marshall helps battle

Tornado Bob during its annual visit to Eerie.

13 3/01/92 The Hole In the Head Gang Marshall and Simon are startled by a creepy kid who’s crashed in an old mill

that’s haunted by the ghost of Eerie’s worst bank robber ever.

14 3/08/92 Mr. Chaney Trickery makes Marshall the new Harvest King, and he finds the king’s

traditional task no treat: he must venture to see the "Eerie Wolf."

15 3/15/92 No Brain, No Pain Marshall and Simon must really use their heads to crack open the real story

behind a homeless man who seems to have lost his mind.

16 3/22/92 The Loyal Order of Corn Something very strange pops up when Simon, Dash, and Marshall try to crack

the inner santum of Eerie’s odd and exclusive lodge.

17 4/12/92 Zombies In P.J.s Rene Auberjonois plays "the Donald," a PR wiz who puts Eerie into a shopping

spree at World o’ Stuff, with E-Z credit — except for the fine print.

18 4/12/92 Reality Takes a Holiday After finding a TV script in his mailbox, Marshall finds himself in Hollywood,

his family out of character and his name "Omri" — who’s destined to die in the

script.

19 12/09/93 Broken Record Marshall frets over a buddy who gets heavily into a heavy-metal music band as

a release from a father who continually berates him.

The Jolly Rogers Pirates who’ve been searching for their lost treasure these past 700 years learn

that it’s buried beneath Marshall’s house.


